Friday, March 8

10:00-11:00  Registration

11:00-12:05  Session 1
UMC 382  Ian Church  Should CSR Give Atheists Epistemic Assurance?
UMC 384  Chad McIntosh  Towards a Natural Trinitarian Theology:
On the Possibility of a Single Perfect Being
UMC 386  Brandon Rickabaugh  Consciousness, Maximaly and the Ontology of Human Persons

12:15-01:20  Session 2
UMC 382  Allison Thornton  God's Deviant Causation of Religious Experience
UMC 384  Wade Munroe  Counterfactuals of Material Indeterminism
UMC 386  Travis Dumsday  Monasticism and the Problem of Divine Hiddenness

01:30-02:35  Session 3
UMC 382  Anthony Bolos  Is Knowledge of God a Cognitive Achievement?
UMC 384  Noël Saenz  Against Browerian Simplicity
UMC 386  Leigh Vicens  Common-Sense Freedom and the Soul Hypothesis

02:35-04:00  Break

04:00-05:05  Session 4
UMC 382  Blake McAllister  A Reductive Account of the Sensus Divinitatis
UMC 384  Andrew Jaeger  A Tale of Two Parts
UMC 386  Mike Austin  The Virtue of Humility

05:30-07:00  Keynote 1
UMC 384  Jeffrey Jordan  Bridging the Gap: Theistic pragmatic arguments and justification

07:30-09:00  Banquet Dinner
Saturday, March 9

09:45-10:50  Session 5  
UMC 382  Max Baker-Hytch  
Species-Wide Proper Function and the Sensus Divinitatis  
UMC 384  Timothy O'Connor  
Could There Be a Theory of Everything?  
UMC 386  Robert Fischer  
Rawlsian Christianity  

11:00-12:05  Session 6  
UMC 382  Thomas Metcalf  
Does Maximal Greatness Require Ethical Powers?  
UMC 384  Kenneth Boyce  
The Multiverse and the Inverse Gambler's Fallacy:  
A Response to Nick Bostrom on Behalf of Roger White  
UMC 386  Andrew Bailey  
A Moral Argument for Animalism  

12:15-01:45  Keynote 2  
The Gallery  Trent Dougherty  
The Common Sense Problem of Evil  

01:45-03:00  Break  

03:00-04:05  Session 7  
UMC 382  Paul Macdonald  
Faith, Reason, and the Beatific Vision  
UMC 384  Jonathan Reibsamen  
A New Augustinian Response to the Problem of Petitionary Prayer  
UMC 386  Beth Seacord  
The Problem of Predation and the Objections from Modal and Moral Skepticism  

04:15-05:20  Session 8  
UMC 382  Laura Goins  
Virtue in Trust: Implications for Theistic Religious Faith  
UMC 384  Philip Swenson  
Ability, Foreknowledge and Explanatory Dependence  
UMC 386  Caleb Cohoe  
Theological Realism and the Pessimistic Induction  

05:30-07:00  Keynote 3  
The Gallery  Lara Buchak  
Rational Faith